L-5000 consists of two parts: L-1001 ~ T-1 Single Light Crossbar and L-5018 ~ Aluminum Junction Box. Both interface L-7557 ~ LIR Tube Cap. L5018 attaches with ½”-14 nipple (included). The L-5018 has a Kulka terminal strip for 110V wiring connectors for the light fitting. The L-1001 Single Light Crossbar interfaces the L-7557 Tube Cap as all LIR crossbars. T-1 comes with 2) rubber end plugs.

L-5000 Consists of 2) items:
L-1001 Single Light Crossbar & L-5018 Aluminum Junction Box

Each can be ordered separately

JAQUITH INDUSTRIES INC
600 East Brighton Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210
USA

Phone: 315-478-5700
Fax: 315-478-5707
Web site: www.jaquith.com
Email: sales@jaquith.com

L-5018: Material: 6061-T6 Aluminum
Finish: Matte Anodize
Mil A 8625 Type 2 Class 1
L1001: painted LIR orange
Shipping Weight: 6 LBS